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Article # 2 TRUTH. Carl Sagan’s “The Beginning.”

In my first article regarding TRUTH, I referenced the meeting between R.C Sproul (Theologian) and Carl
Sagan (Astronomer/Cosmologist) which ended since the Cosmologist refused to engage into the inquiry
of the source of the "Point of Singularity," nor the origin of the cause of its "Explosion."

I listened to the 5 minutes Narration of the beginning of the Universe by Carl Sagan again. You may
listen to his Narration by going to this link.

https://youtu.be/iDjwF_-ydcM?si=kZBT-PZPVyX6w2ce

Sagan's Narration begins as follows.

"15 billion of years ago our universe began with a mightiest explosion of all times. The universe
expanded, cooled and darkened. Energy condensed into matter, mostly hydrogen atoms. These atoms
accumulated and formed clouds rushing away from each other that would one day become the
galaxies."

In addition to the two questions raised by Sproul from above, I would add a third question. How can we
explain the order in our Solar System when it all started with a mighty explosion? It is intuitively obvious
that an explosion in any environment will produce chaos and disorder, rather than consistent structure
that can be observed and measured by laws of physics and chemistry and that this structure produces
repetitive similar metric results.

So far we raised three crucial questions that Mr. Sagan has not answered as part of his narrative on the
beginning of the Universe.

Sagan continues in his Narration.

"And in the cold interstellar space great turbulent clouds were gathered by gravity and stirred by
starlight. In their depth the heavy atoms condensed into grains of rocky dust and ice and complex
carbon based molecules in accordance to the laws of physics and chemistry and hydrogen atoms that
brought forth the STUFF of LIFE."

We must exercise discernment and employ critical thinking again as we analyze the previous paragraph.
His colorful language makes reference to the laws of physics and chemistry. Where did these laws
originate, and how can any type of organized set of systemic rules be developed as a result of a mighty
explosion.

So, question number 4 would be “What is the origin of laws of physics and chemistry. “

We may not gloss over his casual reference to the STUFF of LIFE.

Mr. Sagan, could you please expound on the development of the "stuff of life?"

That would be question number 5.

His next paragraph leaves me speechless.
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"On these worlds interstellar clouds ORGANIC MATTER formed made of atoms that had been cooked
inside of the stars, in the tide pools and oceans of many worlds molecules were destroyed by sunlight
and assembled by chemistry. One day on these natural experiments, quiet by accident, a molecule
appeared that was able to make crude copies of itself."

The questions keep adding up.

Number 6. How does inorganic matter arrange itself to transition into organic matter?

Number 7. Please explain your leap to this molecule being able to make "crude" copies of itself. (As in
msgRNA ?)

In his last section his leaps are becoming more profound. He says that "self replication" becomes more
accurate and molecules are able to better reproduce copies of themselves, and lo and behold "Natural
Selection" was under way!

His final sentence takes my breath away. "The ash of alchemist turned into CONSCIOUSNESS."

There you have the final straw. With one sentence Sagan produced the soul of creatures.

According to this Cosmologist then, we started with a condensed mass (without knowing where this
mass originated), then an unexplained source of power and energy caused a mighty explosion, out of
which laws of physics and chemistry were developed. Next out of life-less inorganic matter came organic
compounds and living things, out of which molecules arranged themselves in such a way to be able to
replicate themselves into an evolutionary process known as Natural Selection. Finally, as in magic, the
inner being of creatures was produced.

I am speechless! Here we have an educated person with many credentials who uses eloquent and
sophisticated language to produce nothing but fiction to try to persuade the public that the intelligentsia
does indeed have the answers to the origin of the Universe and the origin of life.

Sadly, it is nothing but nonsense. Although Carl Sagan does not introduce this term in this narrative, the
concept of the origin of life that is generally used in these group think circles is "Spontaneous
Generation."

We will considered this concept in our next article, and we will review quotes from numerous well
known supporters of materialistic non directed evolutionary processes.

Hint! Their hero is TIME! Their stated position is that given enough time the "most improbable becomes
statistical certainty." That is why they are slanting all their calculation toward billions of years.

I love and support good science. I abhor biased and unethical science. The science of evolution is not
science at all. It is a forced system that volitionally denies a Creator, who is also a moral Judge.

Stay tuned, more to come.


